Some Possible Items on the Menu at a Mathematics Restaurant:
By Chris Morgan
(with help from our crack team of contributors)

What might you find on the Menu down at the Mathematics Restaurant?
Here are some possibilities:

By the axiom of choice, you may choose any menu item(s). Specials can be viewed on the Hash table.

Starters:
Gardner salad with Euler and vinegar dressing
Fibonacci
Turing of soup
Dim Sums

Entrees:
Barbe-QED Prime Rib
Mandelbrothwurst
Roast Lambda
Corned Beef and Babbage with Nash potatoes
Mahi\(^2\) with Cous\(^2\) and a side of Tar\(^2\) sauce
Zermelo Frankfurters
Chicken prepared average -- Chow Mean, Meaty and a la Mode.
Pythagorean Stew -- made in a pot with two square legs (equivalent to a square high pot in use

Sides:
Cubed Rutabaga
Bertrand Russell sprouts
Oysters on the half space
Three-bean salad
Seven-layer dip
Pascal Celery

Desserts:
Pi
Petite fours
Pineapple Reciprocal Cake
Angle Food Cake
Tres Leche Cake
Fig Newtons
Fruit Boole  
Proof Pudding  
Menger Sponge Cake  
Cheeses are available on Descartes

**To Drink:**

Einstein of Root Beer  
Galileo wine, served by the Sumalier in a Klein bottle  
Ramana Gin and Tonic

***************

All of our waitresses are acute, and the waiters obtuse.  
After the meal, you may need a new Gödel.

***************
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